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The customer is one of the largest municipal corporation in a country in 
the Middle East. As elsewhere, the municipality is in charge of collection 
of garbage from the streets as well as from other commercial and 
residential garbage dumps. The Municipality has contractors whose 
responsibility is to ensure that garbage collection is done efficiently and all 
major streets are swept on a periodic basis. The contractors were being 
paid for each bin collected and each compactor that was on the street. 
However, manual supervision of this task was proving to be a hard 
operation since the activity has to be done every day. There was a need 
to find a way by which monitoring could be less tedious without relying 
solely on the contractor claims of the garbage collection done which was 
essential for monthly billing.

The municipality needed a mechanism that would primarily help it track 
the cleaning contractors and help in obtain exact figures of garbage bins 
collected. It also needed to monitor the performance of the contractors so 
that means could be developed to make the entire operation more 
productive.

Rolta came up with a comprehensive Desktop and a Web Based solution 
for the management of the municipalities mobile resources mobile 
resources in English as well as Arabic interfaces which could be also 
accessible from the Internet for authorized users. The software is 
designed to help the municipality manage their garbage collection and 
fleet more effectively resulting in improved customer service, lower 
operating costs and optimized utilization of resources. The software 
incorporates job creation, scheduling and vehicle tracking in one easy to 
use application that would help the Municipality to:-

Make the garbage collection in the entire city more efficient and well-
organized

Monitor and evaluate the performance of the garbage trucks and 
contractor companies

Keep track of container services such as washing, disinfection, and 
fixing regularly or on request

To monitor the street sweeping operations and evaluate the 
performance of sweepers



Jobs can easily be created and scheduled with various options. The 
integrated map helps in locating and adding stop points just at the click of a 
mouse. Digitized route plans for each vehicle based on its assigned jobs can 
be generated. The location of vehicles can be monitored on one or all of the 
map windows. The current position of the vehicle can be requested. The 
system retrieves information such as the time, speed and position of the 
vehicle. The multiple map windows function seamlessly within the product 
allowing the operators to obtain information about jobs and vehicles by 
selecting its icon on the map display. The status of the bins collected can 
also be known by their separate icons which denote whether they were 
emptied on time or were delayed or collected by another vehicle. All job and 
vehicle information is time-stamped and recorded into mirrored databases. 
The recording of information in a centralized database allows for the retrieval 
of any saved information between any defined time periods.

Illustration shows Web version in Arabic interface
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The benefits of the new solution were manifold

Real-Time monitoring of the operation was possible

Jobs could easily be created and scheduled with several options 

The integrated map helps in locating and adding stop points just at the 
click of a mouse 

GPS location tracking made it possible to know the actual route of the 
garbage trucks and sweepers as it moves from point-to-point and 
compare them with the planned route that has been defined for it 

The location of vehicles can be monitored on one or all of the map 
windows. The current position of the vehicle can be requested. The 
system retrieves information such as the time, speed and position of 
the vehicle. The multiple map windows function seamlessly within the 
product allowing the operators to obtain information about jobs and 
vehicles by selecting its icon on the map display



For more information, please visit www.rolta.com
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With the help of history location feature in the application a 
comprehensive visualization of a unit’s progress in playback form, as 
well as both in graphical and tabular forms could be obtained.

The application has two versions: The desktop version is used for 
making necessary changes with regards to the compactors route and 
shift time along with real-time monitoring. The web based version that 
can be accessed from anywhere to view real time status as well as 
numerous reports pertaining to compactor performances, absent 
vehicles, not emptied containers, landfill entrance details, sweeper 
performances, container route service, transfer station details and 
several other reports.

Accurate reports providing detailed and summarized information about 
the operations for technical staff as well as managers was available 
which was used to track vehicles and evaluate the on-field 
perfomances.

All job and vehicle information is time-stamped and recorded into 
mirrored databases. The recording of information in a centralized 
database allows for the retrieval of any saved information between 
any defined time periods.

Illustration shows Desktop version in English interface


